
Summer Program Internships
Job Description (3/22/2021)

Organization: Bedford 2030 is a 501(c)3 that addresses the urgent issue of climate
change through the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions and preservation of natural
resources. Since 2010, through partnerships, programs, and events we have inspired,
advocated, communicated, convened and connected with our community, in Bedford
and beyond, to drive behavior change. A recent report shows that, with Bedford 2020
leading the way, our community successfully reduced greenhouse gas emissions by
44% (as compared to 2004 baseline data).

Summer Internship: Bedford 2030 interns help carry out the goals of the organization
by assisting in planning events and outreach, supporting the staff, curating and writing
newsletter content, designing materials, engaging community members through
in-person and digital strategies, and researching, organizing and entering data. Bedford
2030 will hire two paid interns to work between May and August 2021 (Full time 5-6
weeks or ¾ time for 7-8 weeks). This summer we are offering two internship tracks:

Energy Program Intern Soil, Water, and Land Use Intern

Support the work of programs focused
on clean energy and transportation,
including:

● Conducting research and reporting
findings on existing community energy
programs, methods of collecting
emissions data, program incentives,
and town/state policy

● Creating materials for community
education and outreach (including but
not limited to webpages, social media
posts, newsletter articles, videos);

● Identifying and tracking metrics to
measure progress and success

Support the work of programs focused
on land, water, soil, and sustainable food
practices, including:

● Supporting the development of
marketing campaigns and
communications to engage the
community in efforts to to capture
carbon in our soil, trees and plants
(including but no limited to webpages,
social media campaigns, newsletter
articles, video, and tabling strategies)

● Developing outreach campaigns to
encourage more residents to participate
in community and curbside compost
programs

http://bedford2030.org/


● Documenting a program that can be
used to advise other similar
communities to do the same.

● Assisting in development and
management of community citizen
science projects

Though content will vary between the positions, both interns can expect to:
● Develop campaigns to share on digital platforms, possibly in the form of a video

series
● Assist in researching and compiling findings on emissions measurements and

community engagement strategies
● Track program progress and metrics
● Research and publish blog posts
● Create outreach and promotional materials
● Prepare web materials and announcements for programs
● Tabling at community events and promoting programs to community members
● Helping to recruit volunteers and partners to participate in campaign efforts

Qualifications:
● Love of, appreciation for and commitment to the environment
● Creative and proactive out-of-the-box thinker
● Excellent written and verbal communication skills
● Understanding of effective use of social media and digital communications
● Curious and comfortable with questions and engaging people in exploratory

conversations
● Experience in environmental programs, clubs or activities
● Proficient at web research and comfortable with data
● Additional for Energy track: strong excel skills, bonus if familiar with legal or

policy explorations

Compensation: Will be commensurate with experience.

Location: The Bedford 2030 office is located in Katonah, in the Town of Bedford, NY.
This position allows for flexibility in remote work, though periodic, and mostly outside,
work in Bedford will be expected for responsibilities like tabling or community outreach.
For any in-person work, COVID safety precautions will be followed.

To apply: Please send a letter of interest and resume to Erin Glocke, Community
Engagement Manager, at erin.glocke@bedford2030.org by Friday April 16th, 2021.
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